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the story revolves around 47's attempts to defeat sigma, a serial killer with mysterious powers, who has the powers of 1,000 killers and is on a killing spree. sigma kidnaps the president's daughter and thus has 47 on his trail. much like hitman: contracts, you have to work with a team of assassins to complete your
contracts. there is a series of contracts that you must complete, which would unlock chapters in the story. each of those chapters culminates in a boss battle. if you have played any of the previous hitman games, you might be able to guess a bit of the plot, but new players will be in for a surprised because the story

line changes drastically, from the action-packed first hitman game to an immersive, character-driven chapter. to sum up the plot in one sentence: agent 47 is tasked with assassinating a specific target. as he preps for the assassination and sends out an anonymous e-mail that will draw his enemies out, sigma comes in
and kidnaps the president's daughter. at the 2012 game developers conference, square enix confirmed that the game was already in production, and that the game was set in a very different world than the hitman games in the past. moreover, it was revealed that absolution would be the first game to feature new

gameplay mechanics rather than scripted missions. [7] the gameplay was altered to a much more open-ended experience like the first tomb raider game, with the player having more freedom in how to complete each level. in addition, the game would feature an armory mechanic similar to l.a. noire, allowing players to
use their weapons to solve puzzles. [8]
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in march 2013, square enix announced the full title for the game: hitman: absolution. absolution is the first game in the series to feature a female protagonist, 47's girlfriend
and fellow contract killer, camilla, and absolution would also be the first in the series to feature an international setting. [9] absolution was officially released on november

20, 2012. following the game's release, a new expansion pack, hitman: absolution - contracts, was announced at the 2015 game developers conference, and was released on
december 11, 2014. [10] apart from the hitman: absolution title, there will be some familiar faces in the game: 47 will once again work for the agency (previously known as

the 47 franchise) and camilla once again works as a professional killer for the camarilla. much like previous games, players will be able to make use of weapons at their
disposal to complete levels. [11] weapons in the game include sticky bombs, but new firearms include the handguns seraph and consular, as well as the stealth and

throwable weapons scalpel and hammer. [12] a new feature in the game is collectibles. some of these include: lockpicks, beakers (which can be used to open locked doors,
crates, etc.), audio logs, and film canisters. these can be found throughout the game, and are vital to completing the game. also, a new feature of the game is tutorials.

these are side-scrolling guided training sessions for agents, teaching them how to complete certain tasks and with whom to interact with in order to progress. 5ec8ef588b
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